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SARA: Search And Rescue Aid and Surveillance using High EGNSS 

Accuracy 

 SARA is a semi-automated system composed by a tethered drone and its hangar, 
tightly coupled onboard a vessel through a strong kevlar cable used for power supply 
and data transmission; 
 

 Its main advantage is to deploy in a very short time a Virtual Pylon up to 100 meters 
above the vessel for persistent flight operations in night and day conditions. 
 

 SARA solution is a clear response coming from institutional stakeholders needs, 
requesting a technological support to the increasing migratory flows, in the 
Mediterranean Sea. 
 

 Purpose of SARA project is to design, prototype and start to commercialize a 
tailored solution for niche S.A.R. market and in other parallel markets.   

 

Abstract 



RPAS

extended area

normal area

 Extended surveillance area; 

 Cost-effective solution compared to Helicopter operations; 

 Identification and geo tagging of floating objects or hot objects in 

the darkness; 

 Shorter surveillance time; 

 More reliable surveillance and fast deployment solution;  

 Continuity of Service during S.A.R. operations; 

 Easier Take-off/Landing procedures;  

 

Needs 



Test activities with Italian Coast Guard (Guardia Costiera di Napoli)  
1st campaign for Proof of Concept validation  

 A preliminary proof-of-concept of SARA, for detection of survivors 
in the sea  was implemented in July 2015 and tested on board a 
class 200  vessel of  Italian Coast Guard 
 

 Tests were performed with a small drone for CONOPS  
verification; 
 

 A low resolution thermic sensor (FLIR Lepton, 80x60 pixels) was 
used to validate the mathematical algoritm (Mixed Pixel model) in 
an environment with a low thermic gradient; 

 
 Onboard the vessel thermal / optical video stream was available in 

real time to terminal with software elaboration.   



Architecture 
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ConOps 
OV-6b 1- SARA Operations
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User Experience 
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1.  Logos 

2. Galileo satellite meter. It identifies Galileo satellites used in the PVT solution. 

3. Notification area  (Green circle: OK | Yellow circle (appearing after sending a command): operaition not allowed (e.g. switch off video during 

registration) | Red circle:error, Not OK 

4. Setup/ config /control. It includes  Aeronav battery status | setup | post processing 

5. Real time payload. It includes  Position and bearing of observed point | Status of data stream | Mode (photo or video) | Camera commands (pan, tilt) 

6. Last Acquired payload. It includes quick view of acquired picture/ video and its relevant position. 

7. Map area 

8. Real time stream area 

9. SAR system telemetry. It includes  Drone position | Drone battery status | Hangar cable torque | % of cable unrolling | Baseline/ cable length ratio  



Market domains  



 Continuity of service during S.A.R. operations; 

 Persistent Surveillance during navigation; 

 Power over cable for extended flight time 

operations; 

 Secure data download  from payload through 

cable up to 200 Mbps; 

 C2 link data security &  integrity through cable  

o (X/S/C Band Vessel’s Radar, VHF distress 

equipment) 

o Spoofing rejection 

 Physical constraint to limit the RPAS envelope 

of flight, easing authorization requests; 

 Mechanical aid for landing  

Tethered cable added value 



SARA “BLACK RING” DRONE PERFORMANCE 

Hovering Accuracy (P-Mode /F-Mode): Vertical: ±0.5 m, Horizontal: ±1.5 m | Max angular velocity: Pitch: 300°/s, 
Yaw: 150°/s | Max pitch and roll angle: 30° | Max rate of climb: 5 m/s (2 m/s tethered) | Max rate of descend: 4 
m/s (2 m/s tethered) | Max Horizontal speed: Manual: 19 m/s (no payload, no cable) | Assisted: 17 m/s (no 
payload, no cable) | Follow-the-ship Mode (F-Mode): 5 knots | Max Wind Resistance: 10 m/s (14 m/s wind 
gust) | Max Take-off Weight: 12.00 Kg | Max Payload: 1.50 Kg | Operating Temperature: -10° to 45° | Endurance 
(tethered): up to 8 hours of persistent operations | RPA Weight (no battery, no FDDC, no payload): 4,50 kg | 
Emergency Battery: 0,70 Kg | FDDC Unit (Flying DC/DC Converter): 2,30 Kg | Payload: 1,5 Kg | Cable @100 
meter: 1,9 Kg | Operating Mass with SAR payload: 9,10 Kg @50 meters | CG () tolerance: +- 3° on arms 1-3 +- 3° 
on arms 2-4 +- 3° on arms 5-6. 
PAYLOAD 

Optical/Thermal Custom Payload, Compatible Commercial payload: 
•DJI ZENMUSE Z30 – Optical Payload with 30X optical zoom (Day operations); 
•DJI ZENMUSE FLIR XT2 – Thermal/Optical Payload with 640x512 Thermal radiometric sensor (Night operations) 
RANGE FOR DETECTION FOR DAY AND NIGHT OPERATIONS (Survivors swimming and Small Vessels) 
Real time indication of estimated target bearing, range and Geographical coordinates on Terminal 
•Day operation. Survivor swimming (Critical dimension: 0,5m), Optics: 13mm, Maximum Detection Range: 700 
m | Small Vessel at the horizon (Critical dimension: 28,7m), Optics: 13mm, Max Range: 8 Nautical Miles; 
•Night operation. Survivor swimming (0,5m): Optics: 13mm, Range Max: 300 m | Small Vessel at the horizon 
(Critical dimension: 28,7m), Optics: 13mm, Max Range : 5 Nautical Miles 

Specs 



SARA validation campaign onboard the vessel Nawigator XXI 



Following a mobile ship 
 

 

 

 

 



Following a mobile ship 



Detection Recognition Identification 

DAY AND NIGHT OPERATIONS 

 o Survivor swimming. Critical dimension: 0,5m | Optics: 13mm | Detection Range: 300m to 700m 

 o Vessel at the horizon. Critical dimension: 28,7m | Optics: 13mm | Detection Range: 5NM to 12NM 



Detection Recognition Identification 



SARA preliminary tests onboard vessel Nawigator XXI 



Any questions? 

info@thesaraproject.eu 

mailto:info@thesaraproject.eu
https://www.facebook.com/thesaraprojecteu
https://www.instagram.com/thesaraprojecteu/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-sara-project
https://twitter.com/SARAproject
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9Br6wXjV4u5njt4IT1-TQA

